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The Gamma scheme allows the speciflcation of an application without introducing un-
necessary sequentiality. The main idea is to simulate a chemical reaction on multisets,
also called bags. Some elements of a bag which fulfll a certain predicate (also called
reaction condition) may be taken from the multiset and replaced by new elements which
are generated by combining the selected elements using the so-called reaction function.
In the present paper, we investigate the e–cient parallel implementation of the Gamma
scheme. In particular, the reaction condition can be split into parts which are tested
as early as possible. Possible atomic conditions are arithmetic comparisons. We use the
properties of the arithmetic comparisons in order to restrict the range of bag elements
which has to be considered. Reconsiderations of the same bag elements are avoided.
Moreover, a sophisticated protocol is needed in order to avoid deadlocks when several
processes compete for the same bag elements. Experimental results show the impact of
our improvements.
c° 1996 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
An interesting approach to parallel programming is the Gamma language (Bana^tre and
Le M¶etayer, 1990, 1993). Gamma allows the speciflcation of an application without intro-
ducing unnecessary sequentiality. It is based on the data structure multiset (also called
bag) and an operation, the so-called Gamma scheme, which simulates a chemical reac-
tion on bags. More precisely, a Gamma scheme consists of a k-ary (k ‚ 1) predicate p,
the reaction condition, which indicates for a considered tuple of bag elements, whether
they can react or not, and a k-ary reaction function f specifying how these elements are
replaced by new elements. The computation stops if no further reaction is possible. A
Gamma scheme can be understood as a conditional multiset rewriting rule:
¡(p; f;B) ¡!
if (8b1; : : : ; bk 2 B):p(b1; : : : ; bk)
then B
else let b1; : : : ; bk 2 B such that p(b1; : : : ; bk) in
¡(p; f; (B ¡ fb1; : : : ; bkg) [ f(b1; : : : ; bk))
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A more convenient syntax for this is:
replace b1; : : : ; bk : B
if p(b1; : : : ; bk)
by b01; : : : ; b
0
l : B
where fb01; : : : ; b0lg := f(b1; : : : ; bk), k ‚ 1, l ‚ 0.
We use the notation fx1; : : : ; xng for a multiset with elements x1; : : : ; xn, and the
notation B1 [ B2 and B1 ¡ B2 for the union and difierence of multisets, respectively.
#(B; b) denotes the number of occurrences of an element b in the multiset B. b 2 B
is a shorthand for #(B; b) > 0. In contrast to a set, a multiset may contain several
instances of the same element, e.g. (f1; 3g[f3; 5; 5g)¡f5; 7g = f1; 3; 3; 5g. More precisely,
#(B1 [B2; b) := #(B1; b) + #(B1; b) and #(B1 ¡B2; b) := #(B1; b)¡#(B1; b) forall b.
A straightforward generalization of the above Gamma scheme is to transform several
bags simultaneously:
replace b1 : B1; : : : ; bk : Bk
if p(b1; : : : ; bk)
by b01 : B
0
1; : : : ; b
0
l : B
0
l
In order to give an impression of Gamma, we flrst give a short example. In particular,
we want to check whether a word w belongs to a context free language L, given by a
grammar G := (N;§; P; S) in Chomsky normal formy. A well-known algorithm for this
problem is the dynamic programming approach of Cocke, Younger, and Kasami (Kasami,
1965; Younger, 1967), for short CYK:
Input: w = a1a2 : : : an 2 §⁄
for i := 1 to n do
T[i; 1] := fA j A! ai 2 Pg
for j := 2 to n do
for i := 1 to n+ 1¡ j do
for k := 1 to j ¡ 1 do
T[i; j] := fA j A! BC 2 P^
B 2 T[i; k]^
C 2 T[i+ k; j ¡ k]g
if S 2 T[1; n] then \w 2 L"
else \w 62 L"
T is a n £ n matrix, where T[i; j] is the set of all non-terminals, which can produce
ai : : : aj , i.e. T[i; j] := fA j A!⁄ ai : : : ai+j¡1g.
The algorithm mainly makes use of the fact that, if w0 2 §⁄ can be split into w1 and
w2 (i.e. w0 = w1w2) and there is a rule A! BC such that B !⁄ w1 and C !⁄ w2, then
A!⁄ w0.
y As usual, N is the set of non-terminals (denoted by capital letters), § is a set of terminal symbols
(denoted by lower case letters), P µ N £ (§ [ N2) is the set of productions, and S 2 N is the start
symbol. A production (A;fi) 2 P is usually denoted by A ! fi and indicates that flfi° can be derived
from flA° (fl; ° 2 (N [ §)⁄). !⁄ denotes a sequence of derivation steps.
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A corresponding Gamma-program is:
Input: bags Word and Rules
replace (i; ai) : Word, (A; ai) : Rules
if (i; 1; A) 62 T
by (i; 1; A) : T , (A; ai) : Rules
replace (i; j; B0); (i0; j0; C 0) : T ,
(A;B;C) : Rules
if (i0 = i+ j) ^ (B = B0) ^ (C = C 0)^
(i; j + j0; A) 62 T
by (i; j; B0); (i0; j0; C 0); (i; j + j0; A) : T ,
(A;B;C) : Rules
Note that in this example the bags do not contain atomic values but rather tuples.
The bag T corresponds to the matrix T in the original CYK-program. More precisely,
(i; j; A) 2 T , ifi A 2 T[i; j]. The bag Rules is only read; every examined rule is re-inserted
afterwards. The considered word belongs to L, if (1; n; S) 2 T .
It has to be ensured that only elements are generated that do not already exist ((i; j+
j0; A) 62 T ). Otherwise, the same element will be produced again and again and the
computation does not terminate.
An advantage of the Gamma scheme is that it can be implemented in such a way that,
like in chemistry, all elements can react in parallel. The parallelism is only limited by
data dependencies. It is interesting to note that in the above example several \levels"
(corresponding to difierent lines of the matrix T) can be computed in parallel. This is
not true for a straightforward parallelization of the original CYK-algorithm, which would
only handle the iterations of the outermost for-loop in parallel.
Apart from the fact that Gamma is suited for a parallel implementation, an abstract
speciflcation of a given application can easily be transformed into a Gamma program.
This is demonstrated in Mussat (1991) and Bana^tre et al. (1988). Thus, the Gamma
approach enables an easy construction of correct parallel programs. This is especially
interesting for parallel symbolic computations where the problem structure is typically
less regular than in numerical applications and where it is often insu–cient just to execute
a few loops in parallel.
As deflned above, Gamma programs behave non-deterministically. In Hankin et al.
(1993), special classes of Gamma schemes, so-called TROPES, are investigated. In par-
ticular, the termination and determinism of TROPES are examined.
While Gamma is convenient for the speciflcation of parallel applications, it is not
trivial to implement the chemical reaction e–ciently. A na˜‡ve implementation would
check the reaction condition for all k-tuples of bag elements. A special class of Gamma
schemes which mainly includes the well-known operations map and fold on bags, has
been e–ciently implemented on a shared memory machine (Kuchen and Gladitz, 1993).
Creveuil (1991) describes an implementation of very special Gamma schemes on a Con-
nection machine. He considers schemes with a binary reaction condition and a binary
reaction function which produces two new elements. However, there are no previous ap-
proaches to handle general Gamma schemes e–ciently. In the present paper, we want to
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flll this gap. More precisely, we will present several techniques to improve the implemen-
tation of general Gamma schemes on a shared memory machine.
When trying to flnd a tuple of bag elements which fulfllls the reaction condition, the
elements are selected one by one. This is done in such a way that as many parts of
the reaction condition as possible can be tested as early as possible. If a test of one part
fails, the remaining elements need not be selected and the remaining parts of the reaction
condition can be ignored. This corresponds to cutting certain branches of the search tree.
The reaction condition contains arithmetic comparisons. Here, the arithmetical prop-
erties of the corresponding operations are used in order to restrict the range of the bag
elements which have to be considered.
A na˜‡ve implementation tests the reaction condition several times for the same tuple
of bag elements. Our implementation will avoid this by keeping track of the \generation"
which a bag element belongs to. At least one \new" element has to be selected.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2, 3, and 4, we will discuss
the mentioned improvements. Section 5 addresses issues related to the parallel imple-
mentation of the Gamma scheme. In particular, a protocol for competing accesses to
the bag elements is presented and shown to be deadlock free. Section 6 contains some
experimental results. In Section 7, we conclude and point out future work.
2. Element Selection
For simplicity of presentation, we only consider Gamma schemes working on one bag
in the sequel. A generalization to an arbitrary number of bags is straightforward.
A na˜‡ve implementation of the Gamma scheme works as follows. For all tuples of bag
elements, we check the reaction condition. If the condition is fulfllled, the considered ele-
ments react, i.e. they are replaced using the reaction function. This leads to the following
pseudo-codey:
repeat changes := false; B0 := ;;
forall x1 2 B
forall x2 2 B ¡ fx1g
...
forall xk 2 B ¡ fx1; : : : ; xk¡1g
if p(x1; : : : ; xk) then
B := B ¡ fx1; : : : ; xkg
B0 := B0 [ f(x1; : : : ; xk)
changes := true
B := B [B0
until : changes
The computation stops, if during one iteration of the repeat-until-loop (which we
denote as one generation), no new elements have been produced. One iteration of the
repeat-until-loop requires the reaction condition to be checked n(n¡1)(n¡2) : : : (n¡k+1)
times, where n is the size of the bag B and 1 • k • n¡ 2.
y In our pseudo-code notation, the indentation of lines is semantically meaningful. A line terminates
the scope of all statements with the same or larger indentation.
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The introduction of an additional bag B0 for the newly generated elements makes the
loop control easier, in particular w.r.t. the parallel implementation discussed later.
In general, the reaction condition is a boolean combination of atomic predicate calls,
where the \formal bag elements" mentioned in the replace-clause of the Gamma-scheme
occur as variables. For simplicity, we will assume in the sequel that the reaction condition
is a conjunction of literals, i.e. (negated or unnegated) atomic predicate calls.
General reaction conditions can be transformed to such a conjunction. Disjunctions
can be handled by splitting the Gamma scheme, i.e. ¡(p; f; B) is transformed to
while \B changes" do
B := ¡(p1; f;¡(p2; f; B))
if p(x1; : : : ; xk) = p1(x1; : : : ; xk) _ p2(x1; : : : ; xk).
This is not always the best way to handle disjunctions, but a more e–cient treatment
of disjunctions is out of scope of this paper.
If the reaction condition is the negation of another \structured" condition, we assume
that de Morgan’s law is applied in order to move the negation to the \bottom level".
Double negations are removed. Possible literals are arithmetic comparisons. Negated
comparisons are simplifled by changing the comparison operator appropriately, e.g. the
literal :(x > y) is replaced by x • y. Negations of calls to user deflned predicates cannot
be simplifled.
After these transformations, we get a conjunctive reaction condition c = L1 ^ : : :^Ll.
For such conditions, we can improve the straightforward implementation. If all variables
of a literal Li have been flxed (i.e. bound to a bag element in one of the loops), we will
already check Li. If this fails, also c will be false. We can ignore the remaining literals
and avoid to flx the remaining variables. Instead, we will directly try a new value for the
variable which has been bound last.
At best, the variables are flxed in such a way that as much as possible of the reaction
condition can be checked as early as possible. More formally, let M be the set of variables
which have already been flxed, and let r(N; k) be the number of literals in c, where k
variables remain to be flxed, provided that the variables in N have already been flxed.
Then, we will flx such a variable x next that every (non-flxed) variable y satisfles:
(r(M [ fxg; 0); : : : ; r(M [ fxg;m)) ‚lo (r(M [ fyg; 0); : : : ; r(M [ fyg;m))
where m is the number of variables in the reaction condition c and ‚lo denotes the
lexicographical order.
Example 2.1. If p(x; y; z) = p1(x; z) ^ p2(y) ^ p3(z) ^ p4(x; z), then we will select the
variables in the order z; x; y. The variables y and z both allow to evaluate one subcon-
dition [p2(y) and p3(z), respectively], if they are flxed. However, when flxing z flrst, two
other subconditions \beneflt". If z is flxed, flxing x allows to evaluate these subconditions
(p1(x; z) and p4(x; z)), while flxing y only allows to evaluate the single subcondition p2(y).
Thus, x is flxed second.
This order of variable selection leads to the following new scheme:
repeat changes := false; B0 := ;;
forall z 2 B
if p3(z) then
forall x 2 B ¡ fzg
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Figure 1. Bag f2; 6; 10; 12; 14; 16g represented as 2-3-tree. The new elements 6,12,16 are linked in a
separate list.
if p1(x; z) ^ p4(x; z) then
forall y 2 B ¡ fz; xg
if p2(y) then
B := B ¡ fx; y; zg
B0 := B0 [ f(x; y; z)
changes := true
B := B [B0
until : changes
This transformation typically reduces the search space enormously. If e.g. p3(z) delivers
false for some considered z, then the loops for x and y are not executed.
Note that the presented selection order is only a heuristic, which is reasonable, if, as
usual, no information about the particular bag is available. For a given bag, a difierent
strategy might be able to cut the search space earlier or to produce smaller intermediate
bags.
In the case that a bag contains a great amount of elements occurring more than
once, a further optimization is possible. By using an additional counter indicating how
often an element occurs in the bag, multiple elements will be stored only once in the
multiset. In this way the loop range can be reduced because multiple elements will be
examined only once. However, this technique complicates the parallel implementation, in
particular the locking of elements (see Section 5). Since in most practical programs each
bag contains only few instances of each element, we have not used this technique in our
implementation.
3. Range Restriction
The literals in the reaction condition are often arithmetic comparisons. Especially in-
teresting is the equality. If all but one variable in such an equality are flxed, the remaining
variable is in fact also flxed, and the corresponding bag element can be accessed directly,
provided that the bag is stored appropriately, e.g. in an ordered tree or hashing table.
In our implementation, we will use a balanced tree, namely a 2-3-tree (Ellis, 1980) (see
Fig. 1).
If the bag elements are not atomic but tuples, and if the equality only refers to one
component of a tuple, then we have to ensure that the data structure is ordered by that
component, i.e. this component has to be a search key. If several components can be
used as search keys, a multidimensional data structure can be employed, e.g. a kd-tree
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(Bentley, 1975) or a multidimensional hashing scheme (see e.g. Valduriez and Viemont,
1984). In our case, we will prefer the so-called Z-order (Orenstein and Merrett, 1984) in
order to transform our (one dimensional) 2-3-tree into a multidimensional tree.
When determining which variable has to be flxed next, we can handle an equality
where k variables have been flxed like another literal where k + 1 variables have been
flxed.
The operations <;>;•;‚ are also interesting since they allow to restrict the range
of the bag elements which have to be considered, provided the bag is stored in a data
structure which allows to scan the elements in order. For this purpose, an ordered tree
or some order-preserving hashing scheme can be used. The above remarks concerning
multidimensional data structures apply analogously.
When determining which variable has to be flxed next, we handle one of the mentioned
comparisons technically as follows. If k variables have been flxed, it is handled like an
\ordinary" literal with k + † flxed variables, for some small constant † (0 < † < 1).
If, in the previous example, we have
p1(x; z) = x ‚ z + 1
p2(y) = y = 0
p3(z) = z > 4
p4(x; z) = x • 2 ⁄ z
we get the following pseudo-code:
repeat changes := false; B0 := ;;
if 0 2 B then
forall z 2 B ¡ f0g from 4
forall x 2 B ¡ f0; zg from (z + 1) to (2 ⁄ z)
B := B ¡ fx; 0; zg
B0 := B0 [ f(x; 0; z)
changes := true
B := B [B0
until : changes
This approach of giving preference to arithmetic comparisons results in a reduction
of the considered data before the expensive remaining computation has to be done. The
idea is similar to that used for the optimization of SPJ-expressions in relational data base
systems (Ullman, 1982). There, the operations selection (S) and projection (P) are used
to reduce the amount of the considered data before the expensive join (J) operations are
executed.
4. Avoiding Generation Problems
The careful reader has already noticed that we do not directly insert new elements into
the existing bag B, but collect them flrst in an auxiliary bag B0, which is later on joined
with the remaining bag B. The reason is that we have to avoid that new elements are
inserted into a position of the underlying data structure which has already been passed
by some of the loops ranging over the bag (more precisely: over the data structure), since
this would cause tuples of bag elements to be ignored.
Another problem due to difierent \generations" of bag elements is that for each it-
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eration of the repeat-until-loop tuples are reconsidered which did not fulfll the reaction
condition. Instead, we would only like to consider tuples containing at least one \new"
bag element, which has been produced during the previous iteration of the repeat-until-
loop. In order to reach this, all new elements are linked in a list (see Fig. 1). If we have
a k-ary reaction condition and k¡ 1 variables have already been flxed to \old" elements,
then the last loop ranges over this linked list. A counter is maintained indicating how
many \old" elements are already under consideration. Note that it is not su–cient to
use a boolean °ag for this purpose, since it is not clear how to update this °ag, when
proceeding to the next iteration of a particular loop.
5. Parallel Implementation
Up to now, we have not discussed, how to implement the Gamma scheme in parallel.
This section is devoted to this issue. An easy way to get a parallel implementation of the
presented schemes is by executing the iterations of one or several of the loops in parallel.
Unfortunately, the outermost (repeat-until) loop cannot be executed in parallel, since
each iteration depends on the previous one. The iterations of the forall-loops, however,
are (almost) independent of each other. In our case, it is enough to handle only the
outermost loop in parallel, since we want to implement the Gamma scheme on a shared
memory machine with few processors. Very roughly, the behavior of the resulting program
can be sketched as follows:
repeat changes := false; B0 := ;;
if 0 2 B then
forall z 2 B ¡ f0g from 4 in parallel
forall x 2 B ¡ f0; zg from (z + 1) to (2 ⁄ z)
if lock(x; 0; z) \was successful"
then
B := B ¡ fx; 0; zg
B0 := B0 [ f(x; 0; z)
changes := true
else if \0, x, or z has been consumed"
then
continue with the next iteration of the forall-loop corresponding
to the \outermost" variable which has been already consumed
B := B [B0
until : changes
where lock realizes a mechanism explained in the next subsection. A more detailed de-
scription can be found in Gladitz (1995).
5.1. locking mechanism
The mentioned parallelization causes a complicated problem. We have to ensure that
no bag element reacts more than once. In order to guarantee this, each process that has
found a tuple of bag elements which fulfllls the reaction condition and wants to apply
the reaction function to these elements has to lock the elements flrst. A sophisticated
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protocol is used in order to avoid deadlocks due to this locking. It is a variant of two-phase
locking with deadlock prevention by priorities (Bernstein and Goodman, 1981).
Technically, we assign a color (green, yellow or red) to each process (initially green).
Moreover we assign an owner (initially no owner) to each bag element x. We say that an
element has the color of its owner (green, if no owner). In fact, the color of an element is
determined by following a pointer to the owner and accessing his color. This implies that
if the owner changes his color, this immediately changes the color of all of its elements.
A green element is available to every process. A yellow element belongs to some process,
but might be stolen as explained below. Red elements belong to some process, and they
cannot be stolen.
Let us assume that a process P wants to get some bag elements. In this case, the color
of P is yellow. If a desired element x is green, P gets it (turning it yellow). Unfortunately,
one of the desired elements might already belong to another process P 0. Note that here
is a potential risk of a deadlock since P 0 might want to get an element which already
belongs to P .
In order to avoid this problem, we assign a (unique) priority to each process. If P has a
lower priority than P 0, it waits busily until the desired bag element x is either consumed
by P 0 (i.e. x takes part in a reaction) or until P 0 releases x (new color green). If P has a
higher priority than P 0 and x is yellow, then P robs x. If x is red, P cannot steal it and
waits busily until P 0 either consumes x or releases it.
If a process waits for a consumed element x, it releases all its elements (new color
green) and proceeds with the next iteration of the loop corresponding to the variable
which is bound to x. Note that it is not reasonable to continue with a \lower" loop, since
the consumed element will always be missing.
If a process P was able to color all desired bag elements yellow, P changes its color to
red. This immediately changes the color of all its elements to red and prevents all other
processes from robbing elements. Now, P checks whether an element has been robbed.
If so, P changes its color back to yellow (making all elements available to robbers), and
tries to get the robbed elements back. For that purpose, P waits busily until one of these
elements has been consumed by some other process or until they have been released. In
the latter case, P again fetches them (making them yellow), gets red, and checks whether
all desired elements are still there.
If P has become red and still owns all desired bag elements, P consumes these elements,
i.e. they react according to the reaction function.
Theoretically, it is possible that chains of processes occur, where each member waits
for its predecessor. However, this does not happen in practical applications. In all our
experiments, we observed only very few access con°icts (i.e. two processes wanting to
lock the same bag element). The complicated locking protocol had virtually no impact
on the runtime.
It is important to note that the presented scheme is deadlock free. At least the process
which has the highest priority of all processes which are not waiting for a red element
can proceed. If the process P with the (absolutely) highest priority is waiting for a red
element, there is at least one process which is not continuously (!) waiting for a red
element, namely the process P 0 owning the red element or P itself, since P 0 will color all
its red elements yellow, if one of its elements has been stolen.
Note that each iteration of the repeat-until-loop terminates within a flnite period
of time, since there are only flnitely many bag elements and each \chemical reaction"
reduces the number of \old" elements. Thus, in our framework each process either gets
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Table 1. Runtimes of the shortest path benchmark in seconds. \-" indicates that the
measurements could not be flnished within a reasonable period of time. The considered
graph consists of a linear chain of nodes.
1 processor 6 processors
# nodes original na˜‡ve order range all order range all speed-up
30 0.01 78.96 6.38 0.64 0.51 1.20 0.22 0.19 2.68
40 0.02 297.76 15.31 1.13 0.93 2.86 0.34 0.27 3.44
50 0.03 732.05 29.97 1.77 1.45 5.50 0.46 0.39 3.71
100 0.11 - 242.12 7.41 6.03 42.04 1.51 1.25 4.82
150 0.24 - 768.45 16.29 13.29 137.29 3.16 2.66 5.00
500 2.85 - - 55.60 52.61 1393.24 10.07 9.57 5.50
1000 12.79 - - 115.60 112.50 - 20.89 20.30 5.54
2000 51.58 - - 240.40 237.14 - 43.73 43.12 5.50
5000 732.49 - - 642.74 639.59 - 116.91 115.70 5.53
the desired resources (bag elements) within a flnite period of time and applies the reaction
function to the considered bag elements or it continues with the examination of the next
tuple of bag elements (no starvation).
5.2. implementation details
All accesses to the color of a process have to be accomplished under mutual exclusion.
A spin lock (Osterhaug, 1989) is used to guarantee this. Analogously, a process needs to
have exclusive access to a bag element when changing its owner. Again, spin locks are
used to guarantee mutual exclusion.
As already mentioned, we use a 2-3-tree (Ellis, 1980) for storing a bag. \Consumed"
elements are not deleted directly in the tree, since this would cause complications of the
loop control while restructuring the tree. Instead, they are only marked as consumed and
later on ignored when joining the new and old generations of bag elements. Before this
join, all processes are synchronized [using a barrier (Osterhaug, 1989)]. Only one process
performs the join. Thus, synchronization mechanisms are not needed for this purpose.
An optimization is possible, if a process tries to get an element, which has been locked
by another process. If multiple copies of this element are contained in the considered bag,
the process could just fetch another (unlocked) copy instead.
6. Experimental Results
In order to check the impact of the presented techniques, we have implemented a
couple of Gamma benchmarks. These benchmarks include the knapsack problem (KP)
(Sedgewick, 1988), the shortest path problem (SPP) (Dijkstra and Feijen, 1988) (the
corresponding Gamma programs are taken from Mussat (1991), and the parsing prob-
lem for context free grammars in Chomsky normal form [CYK, see Section 1 and also
Kasami (1965); Younger (1967)]. The Gamma programs for the knapsack problem and
the shortest path problem can be found in the appendix. The benchmarks have been
tested using a prototype implementation of Gamma running on a Sequent Symmetry,
i.e. a shared memory machine, with 6 Intel 80386 processors. The measured runtimes
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Table 2. Runtimes of the shortest path problem on one and six processors in seconds.
Here, the graph forms a n£ n matrix.
1 processor 6 processors
n original na˜‡ve order range all order range all speed-up
5 £ 5 0.01 17.07 2.12 0.25 0.21 0.49 0.12 0.12 1.75
10 £ 10 0.11 - 87.74 2.73 2.07 14.99 0.56 0.45 4.60
15 £ 15 0.57 - 738.12 10.14 7.63 125.08 1.87 1.45 5.26
20 £ 20 1.89 - - 26.46 19.78 571.95 4.75 3.56 5.56
25 £ 25 4.79 - - 55.40 40.76 - 9.83 7.31 5.58
30 £ 30 10.22 - - 100.03 72.73 - 17.59 12.98 5.60
40 £ 40 33.70 - - 260.60 187.64 - 45.90 33.60 5.58
50 £ 50 113.12 - - 554.58 396.54 - 97.34 70.01 5.66
60 £ 60 179.90 - - 1006.78 800.56 - 176.41 127.49 6.28
65 £ 65 2347.44 - - 1351.72 998.16 - 237.24 171.87 5.81
70 £ 70 3277.11 - - 1729.94 1221.83 - 301.37 216.09 5.65
can be found in Tables 1{5, respectively. For difierent problem sizes, we have tested the
following approaches:
original: the original (sequential) imperative algorithm (written in C) as presented in
Sedgewick (1988) (dynamic programming approach for knapsack problem), Dijkstra
and Feijen (1988) (Dijkstra algorithm for SPP) and Kasami (1965) and Younger
(1967) (CYK algorithm),
na˜‡ve: the straightforward implementation of a (roughly) corresponding Gamma scheme,
order: the approach using an improved order of element selections and an eager evalu-
ation of parts of the reaction condition (see Section 2),
range: the approach using additionally to the above \order" approach the properties of
the arithmetical (comparison) operations in order to restrict the range of the bag
elements which have to be considered (see Section 3), and
all: a combination of all improvements presented, including \order", \range", and a
prevention of re-examinations of the same tuple (see Section 4).
It is important to note that the implementations of the Gamma schemes behave dif-
ferently from the known (original) imperative algorithms. In fact, these implementations
represent other algorithms with possibly difierent complexity. Thus, a comparison of the
original algorithms and the implementations of the Gamma schemes can only be per-
formed with extreme care! We only show the runtimes of the known algorithms in order
to give a rough idea, what price we have to pay for the higher level of programming.
In the shortest path application (see Tables 1 and 2), all our techniques improve the
runtime of the na˜‡ve implementation enormously. While the complexity of the original
Dijkstra-algorithm (with a matrix representation of the graph) is quadratic in the number
of nodes n, the best implementation of the Gamma scheme (column \all") here shows
an almost linear complexity. The reason is that the Dijkstra-algorithm flxes in each of
n iterations the distance of the node with the minimal approximated distance of all
unflxed nodes. The computation of the minimum requires O(n) steps, leading to the
quadratic overall complexity. The implementation of the Gamma scheme behaves like a
wave front algorithm and computes the minimum implicitly. For practical graphs this is
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Table 3. Runtimes of the Knapsack problem on one and six processors in seconds for a
knapsack with capacity 100.
1 processor 6 processors
items original na˜‡ve order range all order range all speed-up
20 0.012 1461.88 - 336.07 309.02 477.59 59.06 54.62 5.66
50 0.028 - - 357.23 314.14 - 62.18 55.36 5.67
100 0.050 - - 378.73 319.39 - 64.94 56.16 5.69
500 0.198 - - 384.20 327.88 - 68.33 56.48 5.81
1000 0.384 - - 392.94 336.01 - 68.10 57.02 5.89
Table 4. Runtimes of the Knapsack problem on one and six processors in seconds for a
knapsack with capacity 20.
1 processor 6 processors
items original na˜‡ve order range all order range all speed-up
20 0.002 11.00 21.98 2.31 1.98 4.06 0.56 0.51 3.88
50 0.004 31.56 56.84 2.33 2.02 10.46 0.58 0.52 3.88
100 0.008 72.20 115.34 2.40 2.05 21.31 0.60 0.53 3.87
500 0.039 - 586.94 2.50 2.14 109.06 0.60 0.55 3.89
1000 0.078 - 1185.02 2.58 2.16 222.11 0.65 0.57 3.79
2000 0.155 - - 2.66 2.21 446.90 0.65 0.58 3.81
5000 0.386 - - 2.96 2.24 - 0.67 0.59 3.80
10000 0.773 - - 3.10 2.27 - 0.68 0.59 3.85
often more e–cient. If the user wants to approach the behavior of some known algorithm
more closely, he has to supply a more detailed Gamma speciflcation.
When comparing the best implementation of the Gamma scheme on one and six pro-
cessors, we observe a nearly linear speed-up for large problem sizes 5.65 for a 70 £ 70
matrix of nodes (Table 2).
In the Knapsack problem (KP) (see Tables 3 and 4), the problem size depends on
the capacity of the knapsack and on the number of items which might be put into the
knapsack. For this problem, all parts of the reaction condition depend on all variables.
Hence, it is not possible to evaluate a part of the reaction condition in advance. Here, the
\order" heuristic only changes the order of loops. Unfortunately, this is done in such a
way that the average sizes of the intermediate bags are bigger than in the na˜‡ve approach.
Thus, the \order" heuristic here results in a slowdown. However, the other techniques
work properly. They reduce the runtimes considerably also in the Knapsack example. In
particular, the \range" approach eliminates the drawbacks of the \order" heuristic, since
the responsible loops are removed and replaced by direct accesses to the interesting bag
elements.
If the number of items is duplicated, the runtimes of the dynamic programming al-
gorithm (column \original’) are duplicated, too. With our implementation, the runtime
keeps nearly stable.
For the best implementation of the Gamma scheme, we get a speed-up of up to 5.89
on six processors (for 1000 items and capacity 100).
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Table 5. Runtimes of the CYK-benchmark on one and six processors in seconds.
1 processor 6 processors
# symbols original na˜‡ve order range all order range all speed-up
20 0.011 6.24 3.91 0.56 0.43 0.79 0.20 0.17 2.53
40 0.067 48.29 27.78 2.21 1.66 4.98 0.54 0.41 4.05
60 0.205 158.07 89.87 4.84 3.64 15.56 1.01 0.82 4.44
100 0.890 752.90 402.95 13.58 10.10 68.65 2.67 2.01 5.02
200 6.830 - - 55.00 40.26 531.78 10.16 7.63 5.28
400 57.81 - - 224.19 162.08 - 40.57 29.78 5.44
The Parsing Problem (CYK) (see Table 5) behaves similar to the Knapsack problem.
For a word of length 400, we get a speed-up of 5.44 on six processors.
Our prototype implementation of Gamma is not yet optimized as far as possible, and
much remains to be done. Thus, the absolute runtimes are sometimes not very impressive.
To some extent, this is the price to pay for the higher level of programming.
For KP and CYK, which are instances of dynamic programming, it is interesting to
note that several \levels" (e.g. lines of the matrix T used in the CYK-algorithm) are
computed in parallel. The original formulations of these algorithms proceed level by level
and thus reach less parallelism. The scheduling problems for applications of this kind [see
e.g. Quinn (1994)] are handled by the implementation of Gamma and do not require a
redesign of the program.
Moreover, only those positions in the matrix used in the CYK-algorithm are produced
and handled, which are non-empty. The original formulation investigates all matrix ele-
ments one by one, empty or not. Thus, Gamma automatically handles \sparse" matrices
appropriately.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
We have discussed several techniques for an e–cient implementation of the Gamma
operation on multisets. They include an intelligent order of loops, an eager evaluation of
literals of the reaction condition, and a reduction of the search space by exploiting proper-
ties of the arithmetic operations. Moreover, we have shown how to avoid reconsiderations
of the same tuple of bag elements when evaluating the reaction condition. Additionally,
we have presented a sophisticated locking mechanism for competing accesses to the same
bag elements. This locking scheme has been shown to be deadlock free. Finally, we have
investigated several benchmarks. The resulting runtimes demonstrate the e–ciency of
our approach.
We are currently working on the implementation of Gamma on a distributed memory
machine. It is obvious that an implementation of the original Gamma on such a ma-
chine will lead to large communication overhead. Thus, we will focus on a variant called
local Gamma (McEvoy and Hartel, 1995), where every bag element has a component
indicating its position in some space. Only elements at the same location are allowed
to react. A reaction which changes the position component corresponds to some kind of
communication. This communication has to be explicitly specifled by the programmer.
Local Gamma comes even closer to the metaphor of a chemical reaction than the original
Gamma. However, it forces the programmer to specify more details. This is the price to
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pay for an e–cient implementation on a distributed memory machine. Fortunately, the
above techniques for the shared memory implementation of Gamma can be re-used for
the local computation taking place on each processor of a distributed memory machine.
The locking mechanism, however, is no longer needed, since each processor can only
access its local elements.
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Appendix. Gamma Programs
A.1. knapsack problem
We consider a number of items, characterized by a size and a value, and a knapsack of
capacity K. The knapsack problem is to flnd a combination of items such that the total
value of all items is maximal with respect to the capacity K of the knapsack.
Initially, the bag Items stores the given items of varying size and value, whereas the
bag Knapsack contains the pairs (1; 0); : : : ; (1;K).
Input: bags Knapsack and Items
replace (n; value n); (m; value m) : Knapsack ,
(size; value) : Items
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if (n = m+ size) ^ (value n < value m+ value)
by (n; value m + value) : Knapsack ,
(m; value m) : Knapsack ,
(size; value) : Items
The bag Items is only read.
A.2. shortest path
A weighted directed graph is given by a set V of vertices and a set E µ V £V of edges
with associated (positive) costs. The length of a path is the sum of the costs of its edges.
Let r be a vertex, called the root; the problem is to flnd for each vertex v 2 V the
minimal length of the paths between r and v.
The multiset Edges contains the set of tuples (a; b; c) with a; b 2 V and c > 0. A
tuple (a; b; c) 2 Edges indicates that there is an edge from a to b with weight (length) c.
The bag Paths contains tuples (v; length) where v 2 V and length is the (approximated)
distance of v and the root r.
Input: bags Paths and Edges
replace (x; length x ); (y ; length y) : Paths ,
(a; b; length) : Edges
if (y = a) ^ (x = b) ^ (length x > length y + length)
by (x; length y + length); (y ; length y) : Paths ,
(a; b; length) : Edges
